
VALENCIA
Valencia is a city that will enchant you with its young, hip vibe and then pull you deep into Spanish with its history, tradition, pride and old-
world Spanish feel. Amazing street art juxtaposed with incredible ancient architecture give you a sense of the artistic side of this city; fields 
filled with fresh fruit and vegetables and horse-drawn carriages give you glimpses into Spain’s past; saffron-bright paella and cool, sweet 
horchata teach you Spanish through taste. From the indescribable light in the afternoons, to its heart pounding festivals (la mascletà during 
las Fallas is something that can only be felt), to the captivating, Star-Wars-picturesque City of Arts and Sciences, Valencia is a place where 
you will learn Spanish through experience.



“When it comes to the school, I loved that there was so much natural light in the 
classrooms with a nice garden and it is next to the University of Valencia. When it comes 

to the city, I decided to choose Valencia because it was a big cultural city with nice beaches 
but relaxed at the same time. The teachers brought us to new places all the time, each one 

more beautiful than the last!”

Chao Xing  |  China

Our modern school in Valencia is located in 
the lively University District, ten minutes 
from the city center and 5 minutes from 
the beach. There you will find plenty of 
opportunities to make Spanish friends. 
Head straight to the beautiful beaches or 
enjoy the cosmopolitan atmosphere and 
unique traditions of one of the trendiest 
cities in Spain.
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TOP EXPERIENCES

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias

 º Bellas Artes Museum

 º Cathedral

 º Central Market

 º La Lonja

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Paella

 º Esgarraet

 º Anguilas en all i pebre

 º Arroz con costra

 º Arroz a banda

 º Mona de pascuas

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º Las Fallas

 º Noche de San Juan

 º La Tomatina

 º Moros y Cristianos

LIVE OUR SCHOOL

 º 24 luminous and spacious classrooms.

 º Located in the university city across 

from a big garden.

 º Next to restaurants, recreational 

centers, coffee shops and university life.

 º 5-minute walk from the beach.

 º Steps away from public transportation.

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam preparation

 º SIELE Exam preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Internship Program

 º  Gap Year

 º International Summer Camps

 º Spanish for 30+

 º International Summer Camps

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Flamenco or salsa

Courses in Valencia




